Overview

• Status: Addressed some really good review comments from list (Thanks!)

• Did add a new ‘rcd’ claim value of ‘apn’ for alternate presentation number, covers a used case discussed in past and currently being discussed in UK
“apn” key value

- An optional alternate presentation number
- Intended to be something derived from From or P-Asserted-Identity or Additional-Identity header field
- "apn" MUST NOT be used when a "jcd" or "jcl" keys are present in a PASSpOrT; in those cases, any alternate presentation number will appear in the "tel" key value.

```json
{  "orig":{"tn":"12025551000"},
  "dest":{"tn":["12155551001"]},
  "iat":1443208345,
  "rcd":{
    "apn":"12025559990",
    "nam":"Her Majesty's Secret Service" } }```
Onward

- Will submit a 14, with last comments from Ben or will wait a bit for more comments
- The largest fixes are making sure text is clear around:
  - consistency of logic of rules with Constraints
  - URI recursion rules
  - updating hashes in example to real values